
Weapons D6 / Mennotor DAS-430 Electromagnetic Projectile Launcher

Model: Mennotor DAS-430 Electromagnetic Projectile

Launcher

Type: Rail gun

Scale: Character

Skill: Missile weapons: dart shooter

Ammo: 240 darts

Cost: 5,000 credits (Rifle), 4,000 credits (Pistol) (Neural

inhibitor dart: 750 credits)

Range: 1-4/12/50 (Pistol), 3-12/38/150 (Rifle)

Damage: 4D (if the dart does any damage, then instead of taking that damage the target must make a

Difficult stamina roll or be paralyzed for 6D rounds)

Description: The Mennotor DAS-430 Neural Inhibitor was a launcher of small, hollow darts that included a

neurotoxin to paralyze a target for ten minutes without killing it.

During the Galactic Civil War, the bounty hunter Merrck Nall extended the use of this weapon among

other professionals of his field. Some pirates, including Rislar, were also fond of this non-lethal gun. The

Inhibitor was sold through the illegal Gundark's Gear Datalog.

Description

The DAS-430 Neural Inhibitor, developed by Mennotor, was an electromagnetic projectile launcher that

fired hollow darts filled with poison. Each dart was six centimeters long and two millimeters wide, and

was loaded with a neurotoxin that affected most sentient species. A target hit by a dart first suffered the ill

effects of the impact and then was affected by the poison, which commonly caused a non-lethal, ten-

minute paralysis. Particularly massive or resilient beings were known to be more resistant to this.

Specialized toxins for specific species were available to focus the intensity of the neurotoxin onto a

particular species.

History

In use during the Galactic Civil War, the Neural Inhibitor was sometimes mistaken for a common blaster.

It found widespread use among bounty hunters, particularly after it was used by hunter Merrck Nall.

Before 4 ABY, the Neural Inhibitor was used by many bounty hunters including Chenlambec the

Wookiee, Yarr Gatonne, Saras Krenin of House Benelex, Sabran of House Paramexor, Merrck Nall's son

Gradress Nall of House Salaktori, and Sirenas Firil.

A number of pirates including as Captain Rislar also used this technology as a means to knock down

enemies without killing them. Rislar even posted about this in Gundark's Gear Datalog, an illegal catalog

where people could buy this and other restricted items. 
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